
 

 
It is wonderful to be back amongst our community, hearing 

news about learning and personal achievements. We have had 

a couple of new families join our school while I have been on 

leave, and I warmly welcome them to the Hughesdale Primary 

School family. 

While I do miss the students during holidays, I did thoroughly 

enjoy spending time with Mr Gough, exploring the wildlife and 

vast range of experiences in Alaska and Canada over the past 6 

weeks. It was a trip we have planned for a long time, and an 

opportunity for me to rise to a number of challenges I had set 

myself. 

I so appreciate the support of the staff who ensured that 

school operations and learning ran smoothly in my absence, in 

particular to Mrs Breeden-Walton who stepped in as Acting 

Principal, and to Miss Seach who supported her. 

Upon my return, our Year 4 students set off on an adventure of 

their own with a three day camp at Phillip Island Adventure 

Resort. I was able to join them for Tuesday and Wednesday 

and observe our school values in very tangible ways. For some 

students, being away from home is a challenge in itself, while 

for others they may find challenge in the giant swing, 

canoeing, working in different student groupings or managing 

the many changes in routine that camp brings. As mentioned 

in my message to Year 4 parents on Wednesday, they are to be 

congratulated for their dedication to preparing their children 

for this experience as they were an absolute delight. I also 

thank the staff team who spend hours planning, and leave 

their own families behind to care for their students who we 

care so deeply about. 

We have a Student Free Day today, providing valuable 

collaboration time for teachers to plan the learning program 

for Term 4.  Lesson planning is informed by student learning 

progress and examining achievements, challenges and data is 

an important part of preparing a responsive curriculum that 

meets the differing needs of each cohort. These needs are 

never the same from year-to-year by the way! 

As Term 3 draws to a close, a beloved member of our team is 

commencing some personal leave. Ms Rachael Strauch is 

awaiting the birth of her baby and I know that you all join me 

in sending her off with Hughesdale Primary School love. Mrs 

Gayle Roads has worked with our students for many years and 

we again thank her for stepping into 2D for the remainder of 

the year. 
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Parent Opinion Survey 

Our school is conducting a survey to find out what parents/caregivers/guardians think of our school. The Parent/Caregiver/

Guardian Opinion Survey is an annual survey offered by the Department of Education and Training that is designed to assist 

schools in gaining an understanding of families’ perceptions of school climate, student behaviour, and student engagement. 

We encourage all families to participate in this survey. Our school will use the survey results to help inform and direct future 

school planning and improvement strategies. 

While previously a random sample of approximately 30 per cent of parents/caregivers/guardians have been selected to 

participate, this year, all families are invited to participate in the survey. 

The Parent/Caregiver/Guardian Opinion Survey will be conducted from Monday 29th August to Friday 16th September. 

The survey will be conducted online, only takes 20 minutes to complete, and can be accessed at any convenient time within 

the fieldwork period on desktop computers, laptops, tablets or smartphones.  

The online survey will be available in a range of languages other than English. These include: Arabic, Vietnamese, Simplified 

Chinese, Chin (Hakha), Hindi, Japanese, Somali, Turkish, Punjabi and Greek.  

The link to the survey is https://www.orima.com.au/parent 

The school and campus names you should select for our school are: 

School Name: Hughesdale Primary School 

Campus Name: Hughesdale Primary School 

Our unique PIN number (for Hughesdale Primary School) is; 317014 

Please speak to your child’s teacher if you would like more information. 

 

Warmest Regards, 

Lisa Gough 

lisa.gough@education.vic.gov.au 

Principal Awards 

 Jemma from 1D shared the journal she wrote when on her recent family holiday. 

 Azalea from 1D shared her spirited reading of the Dr Seuss classic “Green Eggs and 
Ham” 

 Year 2A used shared writing to compose a letter - I was very excited when it was a letter 
to me! 

 Jai and Kiki from 4B learnt how to manage a canoe while at camp, demonstrating great 
resilience. 
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Assistant Principal’s Report 

AMANDA BREEDEN-WALTON 
Wellbeing and Daily Organisation 

Smile Squad - Dental Van  

Our Smile Squad dental checks are now in full swing, as dental 
hygienists make their way through the school to collect 
students for dental checks, with so many students to be seen, 
this will take a few more weeks yet to get through everyone. If 
parents would like for their child to be seen earlier for a valid 
reason (eg. Going away on holiday) then please call Smile 
Squad mobile 0419 249 158, so that the team can organise for 
your child to be seen. 

Victorian States School Spectacular (VSSS)  

Not long now 
until our amazing 
Dance and Choir 
VSSS students 
take to John Cain 
arena for their 
performances. 
These year 5 and 
6 students have 
been rehearsing 
since March and 
are ready to be 
part of the 

government schools performing arts showcase of young 
talent. This show involves over 3000 students from over 200 
government schools all on the stage for a live performance on 
Saturday 10th September. 

The Victorian States School Spectacular will be televised at a 
later date. 

We hope these students have enjoyed the opportunity and we 
wish them all the best for their performances. 

Thank you to Annie Wylie, Gretel Holmes, Elisha Park, Sharon 
Amiet and Amy Mulcahy for their support and dedication to 
making this opportunity possible. 

Year 4 Camp  

Earlier this week I was lucky enough to attend the year 4 camp 
at Phillip Island Adventure Resort. Despite some cold and at 
times showery weather, the students had a wonderful time 
on  canoes, the giant swing, initiation courses, discovering 

wildlife, watching the pelican feeding at San Remo, spending 
time on the beach and much, much more. A huge thank you 
goes out to the staff who organised and attended the camp 
and a big congratulations to our students who had a go at so 
many activities and demonstrated the Hughesdale values at all 
times. 

ThinkUKnow Presentation 

Our ThinkUKnow presentation has been rescheduled to 
Thursday 8th September. 

We invite all families to join with us in the Tanner building - 
upper level to hear first  hand a presentation on this evidence 
based education program which is delivered nationally to 
prevent online child sexual exploration. 

The presentation will be delivered by a local law enforcement 
member and an industry volunteer. The presentation is pro-
technology and addresses topics including self-generated child 
abuse material, online grooming, image-based abuse, sexual 
extortion, and importantly encourages help seeking behaviour. 

This is a fantastic opportunity for you to learn more about 
young people and the online environment, and how you can 
help them to be safe and responsible users of technology. 



John Monash Science School outreach programs 

John Monash Science School (JMSS) is a select entry secondary school for students in 
Year 10-12 that each year hosts groups of students from the wider local area to engage 
in STEM related workshops. The programs on offer are Robogals, Little Scientists Big 
Science, and Mini Mathematicians, which explore coding and robotics, different sciences, 
and mathematics. Their programs are run by JMSS students under the supervision of their 
teachers. 

At the end of 2021, the current Grade 5s were offered the opportunity to apply for a spot in one of the programs. A 
lucky twelve students were selected based on their applications and demonstrated passion for the topics they 
would be exploring at JMSS. These are the accounts of some of then activities they participated in so far.  

ROBOGALS by Hannah 

In the Robogals workshops we work with robots and LEGO Technic to learn how to code in a fun way. Katania, 
Ishara, Samara, and I participate in these workshops. So far, it has been amazingly fun. The first lesson we were 
fighting robots against each other like sumo wrestlers by coding them to try and knock each other out of the circle. 
However, because of the colour sensor attached to the robot, it knew not to drive out of the circle, and it would 
quickly drive away. The second session we coded the robots to race each other. Our group won the first round but 
a team from a different school won the second round. We cannot wait for the next two workshops! 

LITTLE SCIENTISTS, BIG SCIENCE by Nellie, Audrey and Cameron 

In each Little Scientists workshop we explore a different kind of science. So far, we have done many different 
activities and they have all been great! In the first session, we started off with a unit on physics in which we 
designed a miniature parachute for an egg to learn about the effects of gravity on Earth. Our next workshop 
focused on Biology, and we made mechanical hands to learn about how our own hands work. We also got a closer 
look at onion peel, snakeskin, and pond water through microscopes, and we learned about the different 
adaptations animals and plants might have to survive and thrive in their habitat. Soon to come we will be learning 
about chemistry, and we are extremely excited! We are so glad to be a part of this program, and we cannot wait for 
the next unit.  

MINI MATHEMATICIANS by Emily, Lachlan, Arabella and Jiung 

Mini Mathematicians is one of the programs for Grade Five students we attend at John Monash Science School 
(JMSS) this Term. There are many other schools included such as Tucker Road Bentleigh PS, McKinnon PS, and 
Huntingdale PS. It is a wonderful opportunity for Grade Five students to learn Science and Maths with a large 
variety of people. 

In our first two weeks in the Mini Mathematicians workshops, we have looked at different types of problem solving. 
During the first workshop we learned a card trick using ‘in-shuffles’ and ‘out-shuffles’ with which we were able to 
see a pattern occurring when shuffling the deck of cards and predict what the next card would be. In our most 
recent session, we looked at maths tree cycles: we wrote down different paths given to us by JMSS students to find 
the quickest way to get to the assigned location on a treasure map. So far, the workshops have been really fun. 

Learning Shared with me   

Sebastian - 2C - for his 
amazing story writing 

Can you offer assistance? 

If there is anyone in our community who may be able to assist a family to get their child to 
school and back (pick up near  Poath Rd, past Willesden Rd (Hughesdale train station), please 
contact me so I can connect you with the family. 

Reminder - School Security - signing in and out at the front office 

At Hughesdale, we love our families coming onsite to assist in classrooms and work as part of 
our learning community, but I must remind everyone to please sign in at the front office 
when coming onsite during the school day. This includes if you are just popping in to bring in 
lunch or similar. 

Please also remember to sign out again before leaving. This allows us to keep track of who is 
onsite in case of an emergency and also helps us to keep our students and staff safe.  
I thank you for supporting us in this manner. 

Merci, 
Amanda Breeden-Walton 
amanda.breeden-walton@education.vic.gov.au 

mailto:amanda.breeden-walton@education.vic.gov.au


Assistant Principal’s Report 

AMANDA SEACH 
Curriculum and Pedagogy 

Science Week 
Last week we celebrated National Science Week across 
the school. We were fortunate to have special sessions 
run by scientists from the FLEET team and you can see 
some pictures here. FLEET stands for Future Low-Energy 
Electronics Technology and the workshops developed 
student thinking about energy. They learnt about 
potential and kinetic energy and practised manipulating 
the conditions of a catapult to get different outcomes. 
You can have a go at some of their Home Science 
activities here. Thank you to Jason Major (one of our 
wonderful parents) and his team Abby, Karen, Yik and 
Caiden for sharing 
their time and 
passion to excite 
our students.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kind regards 
Amanda Seach 
amanda.seach@education.vic.gov.au 

https://www.fleet.org.au/homescience/
mailto:amanda.seach@education.vic.gov.au




Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

FA Ishaan Dalal 
Teamwork 
Gratitude 

 For being a kind and helpful classmate and a wonderful friend to 
others. You always do your best to make your classmates (and 
teacher!) smile and you approach all your tasks with terrific 
enthusiasm. What a fantastic approach to your learning, Ishaan! 

FB Toma Vrancianu Danila Personal Best 

 For exploring different mental strategies with confidence during 
our addition unit, adding further detail to his writing and 
expressing his creativity in his narrative stories and practicing 
using gentle hands and calming strategies to show kindness to 
those around him. 

FC Bill Smith 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 
 

 For your fantastic effort listening on the mat and making 
contributions during our shared stories. You are an expert at 
listening for rhymes and always have interesting ideas to share 
when we discuss books in our classroom. Keep up the super 
effort Bill! 

FC Anouk Harris 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 
 

 For your great team work and focus during our ‘Addition’ unit in 
Mathematics. You are demonstrating confidence when using the 
‘Punch and Count On’ strategy and are an expert when recording 
your number sentence. Keep up the fantastic effort Anouk! 

FD Tanisha Krishnan 
Respect 
Teamwork 

 For being a kind, caring and considerate member of FD. You are 
always striving to be a wonderful friend to those around you, and 
are often the first to volunteer to help others. Great work 
Tanisha! 

1A Harry Leverington 
Personal Best 
Gratitude 
Respect 

 For consistently showing care and kindness towards your peers. 
You always offer to help someone and often tidy up without 
being prompted. Keep it up Harry :) 

1B Emilia Romeo Gallardo Personal Best 
 For contributing to classroom discussion more frequently and 

sharing in a more confident manner.  

1C Ananya Sriwal 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

 For being helpful, courteous and cooperative. Ananya sets an 
example of excellence in behaviour and problem solving. Keep it 
up :) 

 Keep up the fantastic effort! 

1D Azalea Zarras 
Personal Best 
Respect 

 For showing personal best with her reading and demonstrating 
confidence when sounding out new words. Azalea has been 
using interesting adjectives in her writing, keep it up! 

2A Yva Kartashova 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

 For stepping out of your comfort zone and sharing your wealth of 
knowledge both in whole class discussions and in small group 
settings. 

2B Thomas Wood 
Personal Best 
Gratitude 

 For your exceptional enthusiasm and deep thinking about our 
sustainability topic this week when learning about how 
everything comes from something. 

2C Alyssa Hy 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

 For always showing your personal best in your learning. Even 
when you have missed school you approach each task with a 
positive attitude and always strive to do your best! Keep up the 
great work! 

Term 3 Week 3 - Junior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

FA Meera Chandrika Thoppay Personal Best 

 For working incredibly hard during Reading and Writing lessons, 
and taking on feedback to learn and grow. You are doing a 
wonderful job of using full stops accurately to write lots of 
sentences, and always showing your personal best effort in your 
work. You are a superstar Meera, keep up the fantastic effort! 

FB Hayley Raptis 
Personal Best 
Respect 

 For using a range of different strategies to solve problems during 
our addition unit, being a kind member of our class who looks 
after her peers and adding lots of details to her drawings when 
doing writing sessions. 

FC Rain Burt 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 
Resilience 

 For your fantastic effort working on your writing goal ‘Write 
More Watermelon!’ It is wonderful to see you using resources 
when you need help writing a tricky word. Keep up the great 
work participating in our Writing Workshops. Well Done Rain! 

FD Prem Shah Personal Best 

 For working hard during our ‘Addition’ unit in Mathematics. It 
was great to see you become more confident when writing your 
number sentences. You demonstrated your personal best when 
practising the different addition strategies.  

1A Dimitri Konstas Personal Best 

 For your great participation during our spelling unit on blends. 
You worked well with your partner to find words with blends and 
shared some of these with the class during discussion time. Keep 
it up :) 

1B David Mi Personal Best 
 For his outstanding work in place value sessions, expanding 4 

digit numbers.  

1C Willis Ip 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

 For working hard in class and listening carefully. Willis is sharing 
his ideas confidently in groups and in front of the whole class. 
Well done Willis :) 

 Keep up the fantastic effort! 

1D Ethan Setiawan 
Personal Best 
Respect 

 For being extremely organised with his belongings and being an 
excellent classroom helper. Ethan has been sharing interesting 
ideas during our Maths talks. 

FR 
Jack Hopkins 
Ryan Curry 

Personal Best  Classroom Participation 

VA Addison Pratt 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 

 For always being willing to assist others in the Art Room and 
consistently displaying her personal best.  

PE 
Maggie Hopkins 
Emerson Miekle 

Respect 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

 For always looking after members of their class when playing 
games in Physical Education. 

2A Flynn Davies Gratitude 
 For your wonderful sense of humour! You are always wanting to 

make us laugh with your antics.  Thank you for bringing so much 
joy to our classroom atmosphere!. 

2B Melody Su 
Personal Best and 
Respect 

 For showing her personal best efforts during library lessons, 
always following the rules and treating the books with respect.  

2C 
Sebastian  
McDougal -Love 

Personal Best 
 For showing great commitment to improve your writing. I am so 

proud that you are taking initiative and being responsible for 
your own learning. Keep it up! 

2D Cora Turski Personal Best   For your positive attitude and eagerness to give everything a go.  

Term 3 Week 4 - Junior Hughesdale Hero 





A message from your Coordinator 

Dear Families and Parents,  
Last week in OSHC the children had fun celebrating Science Week and 
participating in a range of science activities. The highlights from the children 
were Volcano Eruptions and exploring different things looking through 
magnifying glass. The children also engaged in creating and making DIY mazes.  
Next week, we are celebrating Book Week, “Dreaming with eyes open’’. 
The Team have planned various fun activities for children such as writing a 
group story with illustrations, Let’s alternate the universe and put your 
favorite character in different story lines. For outside fun we have planned to 
make a den, outdoor reading spot. The following week’s theme is origami 
spring flowers.  
Looking forward to seeing you all having great time! 
Regards  
Navjot and Disha  

To attend our program, you must register your child. You can 

register an account with us at pp.campaustralia.com.au or by 

downloading our Camp Australia smartphone app from the 

Apple App Store or on Google Play.  Once registered, it’s easy 

to make bookings and manage your account. 

It’s free to register 

Visit our blog 

New articles are added each 
week for parents and cover 
various topics to help families. 

Visit our blog 

What’s on the 
menu 

 Pancakes with letters 
on them  

 Banana Ice cream  
 Bread Pudding  

 Pom Pom book mark  
 Origami spring flowers  
 Design a cover page  

Activities 
coming up 

https://www.campaustralia.com.au/
https://pp.campaustralia.com.au/
https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1529575453?pt=120333103&ct=edmbookings&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.com.campaustralia.parent
https://campaustralia.com.au/blog/

